
 

 

I hope Nepal will show humanity how to live the intended, original ideal that God 
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I congratulate Prime Minister Oli and former Prime 

Minister Madhav for their great work. Now, I ask 

you to raise your voices boldly and confidently as 

sons of True Parents. Louder than a warrior! When 

I think of Nepal, I wonder how the dream of the 

Creator, God, would have taken shape. 

 

The Demoiselle Cranes of the Mongolian plains 

risk their lives migrating over the Himalayas flying 

toward the plains of India to prepare for winter. 

Although nobody taught them this, those cranes 

have always acted this way to preserve themselves 

and reproduce. Then, I pondered about what the 

Creator's, God's, original planet Earth would have 

looked like if human beings had not fallen. The 

principles of creation do not have a stopping point. 

They exist eternally. Nature acts in accordance to 

its cyclical laws; only fallen humans have many 

barriers to overcome. 

 

Life as God intended 

 

Even in the history of this one country, the people 

have undergone torment from wars and conflicts. 

All of human history is like that. Using yesterday 

as a model, I hope Nepal as a country will show 

humanity how blessed people and families are living the intended, original ideal that God, our Creator, 

established. 

 

Fifty rivers and tributaries come together to form a waterfall and that immense current of water flows 

toward the great ocean. According to the cyclical laws of nature, this is the way to perpetuate life. Only 

when we are born anew by the marriage blessing True Parents give can we live eternally in the beautiful 

and breathtaking kingdom of heaven on earth and the kingdom of heaven in heaven and can the day come 

when we fulfill God's ultimate dream and obtain what humanity is longing for. 

 

Heaven has blessed Nepal for being an example. I pray that there will be unity among the Nepalese 

citizens, government and civil society and a new heavenly Nepal will stand proudly in the eyes of the 

world and humanity as it attends our Heavenly Parent. Heaven blessed Nepal with beautiful nature. 

Wouldn't you like to make Nepal the most beautiful and livable country in the world by having more and 

more blessed families nurturing and taking care of its resources? 

  



 

 

  
 

Live exemplary lives 

 

You, who currently receive good fortune and blessings, have to change in order to achieve that. For things 

to be different, you must fulfill your responsibilities as blessed families. You have to show others how to 

live a life of practicing true love, how to be someone who lives for the sake of others. Will you do this? 

There is another gorgeous place in the world: the European Alps. I would like Nepal to make a heavenly 

Himalayas, which are more beneficial to health and more beautiful than Europe's Alps. I hope Family 

Federation members will be at the forefront, living truly loving lives as originally desired by God, the 

Creator. 

 


